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Introduction
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CabAuto’s performance as a world class interior component manufacturer is built upon a

recognisable culture of quality driven by a passion for innovation, durability and refined

comfort.

CabAuto offers a full interiors solution, including:

• Vehicle seating

• Trunk systems

• Load floors

• Parcel shelves

• Headliners

• Moulded carpet

• Door cards

Every project begins at concept, where we offer close support to customers’ design teams, 

to bring the most cost-effective and practical solutions to life. As a tier 1, ISO/TS16949 & JLR

Q accredited manufacturer based in the UK, we provide best in class interior solutions to

meet the needs of the prestigious brands we support.



Facilities / location
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CabAuto is located at the industrial heart of UK manufacturing. This enables us to capitalise on

‘In Sourcing’ by accessing high standard raw materials and components locally, taking advantage

of readily available and highly skilled technical staff whilst benefiting from excellent national and

international distribution networks to ensure quality, productivity and efficient delivery.

Our 145,000 sq foot facilities incorporates both traditional hand finishing processes and state-of-

the-art automated manufacturing equipment. With an eye to the future, we are always seeking

ways to extend our capabilities whether through additional plant, adopting new processes or

encouraging our highly skilled teams to maximum the potential of new materials and processes.
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Design and development
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Headliner
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At CabAuto we work closely with all of our clients assisting with the design and development of

all their interior concepts. We work ‘At-Shoulder’ to exacting specifications and specialist

operational requirements in order to bring these concepts to fruition. 

CabAuto can help in developing the visual appearance and aesthetics of your vehicle interior

through material recommendations and process developments such as; fabric and stitch designs,

leathers, PU foam, metal manipulation and moulding techniques. 

Utilising these unique specialist skills we can carefully combine process, colour, texture, contrast

and patterns to give your vehicle a unique, high quality, interior environment. 

Interior trim Parcel tray Seating Trunk trim



Manufacturing expertise
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CNC Gerber cutting 

Fast cycle, multi-layer operation with

option of material in roll and blank-fed

form.

Water jet cutting

Suitable high speed, accurate & repeatable

cutting technology for complex 5-axis

profiles.

Leather cutting 

Dedicated knife cutting centre with

expertise in visual flaw recognition and

ability to maximise material utilisation.

CabAuto provides full interior solutions

produced using a diverse range of

specialist manufacturing capabilities -

essential to deliver quality, value and high

performing components. 
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Specialist material assemblies  

Heavy-duty machines for thicker gauge

materials and sewing of carpet, plastics and

board materials. Heat staking, ultrasonic

welding, rivetting/stapling and general

assembly techniques.

Adhesive application 

Water-based, solvent content and polyolefin

systems alongside spray booths and curing

systems.

Hand trimming 

Highly skilled knife board cutting and blade

assisted alignment across a diverse range of

fabrics.

Manual sewing  

Single and twin needle decorative stitch

with multi-fabric capability (Leather, PVC,

fabric and carpet).



Manufacturing expertise 
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PU Foam process

Quick change carousel systems capable of

producing bespoke foams, complex profiles

and multi-cavity processes. Our capability

also includes MDI system and quick-change

derivative swap.

CNC Router

Full CNC controlled router featuring large

bed area capable of processing multiple

layers and different material types. 

Pressed felt

Phenolic & non phenolic felts, raw or

covered substrates, return edge process

and in-mould, final assembly capability.

Injection moulding

In-house facilities for moulding small

components - up to 125mt lock press.
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Paint plant

Fully automated 5 stage pre-treatment

process, ITW Gema powder coat system

with quick colour change magic centre, high

level control of film thickness ensuring

optimum results every time.

The fabrication and painting of metals requires careful handling and the technology used must

be very efficient and expertly utilised to achieve perfection. With an eye to the future CabAuto

is continuously enhancing its welding capabilities, skill sets and paint plant, enabling us to

manufacture increasingly complex precision components such as wire seat frames and

structures that surpass your quality requirements.

CNC Laser cutter

Multi-material capability utilising fully

programmable fast cycle laser cutter system

(fitted with 3kW laser head) featuring

computerised nesting & planning.

Welding

In-house MIG welding capability for wire

seat frames and associated structures with

manual and automated robot suites. Spot

welding and projection welding of carbon

and mild steel with in-house macro testing

capabilities of all welds.



Project management
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Project management systems are fundamental to adherence of any project milestones

within CabAuto. Our ‘New product introduction department’ works with new projects

from the RFQ stage, through nomination/feasibility to introduction & into production.

Key features of the process include:

• Level 1 cross functional feasibility reviews

• Design/process cost down initiatives

• Designated project engineer

• Advanced product quality planning

• Launch readiness reviews

• Process sign-off

• Part submission warrant



Quality and testing
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CabAuto has developed a quality management system based on the requirements of

ISO/TS 16949 (2nd Edition). Our company places high emphasis on the continual

improvement of its processes and products, in order to meet and exceed customer

expectations. At CabAuto we believe quality is everybody’s responsibility.

Key achievements

• TS 16949

• ISO 14001

• JLR Q 

• GM approved

• VW VDA approved
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Noise testing

Whilst a vehicle may be completely quiet in most conditions, a certain temperature and

humidity combination might cause mating structures to expand or contract and introduce a

coefficient of friction that creates an annoying audible noise. 

We use a dedicated vibration shaker to evaluate the level of buzz, squeak, and rattle (BSR)

performance of assembled components using a variation of nine typical road surfaces to

replicate normal driving conditions. It takes a trained ear and years of experience to ensure

noise caused by vibrating surfaces or friction is kept to an acceptable level.

Environmental testing

Materials and components are fully tested to the point of destruction in our on-site

laboratories and CMM facilities. We continuously measure the effects of environmental

factors such as temperature, humidity and salt, whilst routinely testing materials intrinsic

strength and bonding properties to ensure component longevity and performance.

Our extensive testing facilities include:

• Ovens

• 2 mixed cycle environmental chambers

• Salt spray testing

• Humidity chamber

• Abrasion testing

• Peel/bond strength

• Tensile testing

• Crocking

• Fogging

• Colour testing

• 3m Stiefelmeyer CMM                       

• BSR Shaker Rig for bumps, squeaks and rattles 



Material innovation
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CabAuto is constantly presented with the challenge of reducing weight in the development

of new vehicles. Weight reduction can provide a significant improvement on the

environmental signature of a vehicle and our people collaborate closely with customers’

design teams to assess the suitability of alternative materials, composites and processes.

New, innovative lightweight materials are the key to unlocking improved fuel consumption,

which in turn helps reduces CO2 emissions – enabling our customers to meet stringent

standards and global environmental regulations. Our approach to developing new process

and adopting new materials has helped customers make beneficial design changes within

tight timeframes without sacrificing the comfort, quality and durability expected by

customers. We ensure that all our newly developed materials can be joined to meet

engineering requirements and cost effectiveness without compromising on other attributes

such as quality, safety, performance and recyclability.

Lighter, stronger more durable materials
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CabAuto is the creative force behind thousands of automotive innovations, changing and

developing processes

Lightweight components

• Long fibre reinforced thermoplastic composite

• Natural fibres and polypropylene

• Composite sandwiches

Recyclable ‘Green’ components

• Natural fibre/ Natural resin materials

• Natural fibre composites sandwiches

Focused on the environment

We are committed to caring for the environment by adopting responsible practices in

relation to all our production processes. Through our environmental certification

(ISO14001) we have adopted practical and sustainable steps to reduce consumption, use

resources efficiently and prevent pollution to land, air and water.
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CabAuto’s engineering team has joint design responsibility with Land Rover for the Defender seating projects and with our

continuous improvement procedures, programme management and high quality seat frame production and stitch capabilities we

have developed and continue developing the Defender Seating solutions.

With CabAuto’s unique ‘All-under-one-roof’ facilities for headliner production, and our ability to control all of these processes

whilst also maintaining our competitive edge we produce all Defender headliners.

Case study  Land Rover Defender



Case study  Land Rover Defender

CabAuto produce the bespoke storage solution or ‘Cubby boxes’ for the Defender that

are manufactured ‘In-House’ utilising CabAuto’s unique facilities that permit full process

and quality control.

Seats | Headliners | Small trim | Cubby boxes
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Case study  Jaguar XF
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Jaguar have chosen to work with CabAuto due to the synergy we both hold in relation to

quality, innovation and design. Working with Jaguar we have developed various lightweight

and alternate material technologies. Our Tri-Laminate Technology was specifically

developed as a solution for the XF load floor, where a lightweight but loadbearing solution

was required. 
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CabAuto continues material and process enhancements with products we currently manufacture such as the XF parcel shelf,

where we are constantly developing and ‘fine-tuning’ materials and processes used to produce a lighter, more ecological product.   

Parcel shelf | Load floor | Seat backs | Interior trim  

Case study  Jaguar XF
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We continue to work in collaboration with Aston Martin on many projects, and produce a multitude of high-quality components

and cut materials. During this collaboration we have demonstrated our vast materials knowledge, through production of deep-

drawer moulded carpets, our high-quality sewing capabilities through production of stitched headliners, our process knowledge

through production of their complete range of headliners and our innovation through production of extreme lightweight

components utilised on some of their more unique and exotic vehicles.

Moulded carpets | Headliners | PU foams

Case study  Aston Martin 



Case study  Aston Martin 
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Cab Automotive Ltd

Unit 7-8

Vaughan Trading Estate

Sedgley Road East

Tipton

West Midlands

DY4 7UJ

Tel: +44 (0) 121 520 7202

Fax: +44 (0) 121 520 4296

Email: info@cabauto.co.uk

Web: www.cabauto.co.uk
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